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The Apotheosis Project
by Midian Design

About this game

Penelope Barker and Aaron S. Reid are agents of the extra-governmental Pandora Global Corp, which

works in parallel with the CIA. Unbeknown to them, they are also guinea pigs in an ambitious and

dangerous project.

In fact, the corporation is experimenting with amodification to DNA that is capable of altering the

faculties of the guinea-pig subjects, thereby granting them powers beyond the ordinary...

See the people who made this game and any other games they've worked on >>

This game's threads

Completed Game Announcements thread

AGS Awards

Nominated, Best Voice Work 2014

AGS Panel Review

"A fun game with some clever visuals, nice puzzles, good production values and an interesting (if totally

ridiculous) story. There are aliens, pyramids, superpowers, robots, giant cockroaches and more all

packed into 6 hours of gameplay (with a cheeky look at a walkthrough due to some devious pixel-hunts).

The voice acting is generally pretty good but it can a bit uneven (3 different pronunciations of the words

'stele' and 'corps') and there's one painfully slow performance that is best skipped through. Puzzles are

mostly pretty fair and you can switch between the two lead characters, sharing items, adding an extra

level of gameplay. Definitely worth a play through."
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